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True or false???

Classroom discipline and classroom 
management are the same thing.



false.
Classroom Management

× How students do their work
× Uses procedures to ensure students 

are productive and successful
× Procedures have no consequences 

or rewards
× Procedures become routines for 

students to follow

Discipline

× How students behave
× Consequences and rewards
× Uses rules to control behavior

We will be using BOTH discipline and classroom 
management in this class



This presentation focuses just on 
classroom management.

Please refer to my Discipline Plan 
handout for more details about 
my Discipline Plan: rules, 
consequences, rewards, and 
homework policy.



In your groups, talk about a time when you 
experienced one of the following:

You walked into a doctor’s office, restaurant, 
store, classroom, sporting event or party 
and the place was messy and chaotic.

How was your experience? Were you able to 
accomplish anything? Discuss.



The following procedures will help explain how Mrs. Barney would 
like routines followed in her classroom to ensure class time is 
engaging and productive.

Routines are what you, as students, will learn to do automatically, 
without prompting or supervision. Over time, the routines in this 
class will become habits to you, like when you tie your shoes, ride 
your bike, or check your cell phone for text messages.

You can find all these procedures on Google Classroom.



 
Procedures

As you read through these procedures, 
complete the guided notes. The notes 
will help you learn the procedures.

When your group finishes your notes, 
you get a surprise!



× Greet Mrs. Barney
× Quietly enter room with all 

your materials
× Grab the Do Now handout 

from folder (bulletin board 
near door)

× Find your assigned seat
× Immediately and silently 

work on your Do Now until 
Mrs. Barney calls the class to 
attention

#1: Entering the Classroom (Beginning of Class)

× If you get done early, start 
independent reading, other 
class work, or extra credit

× You may not use the 
restroom or leave the 
classroom until your Do 
Now is completed



#2 If you’re Tardy (Late) to Class 

× Put your tardy pass/note in the green basket on Mrs. Barney’s 
desk

× Quickly and silently work on your Do Now without interrupting the 
class

× Follow procedures for Entering the Classroom
× Frequent tardiness (3 or more per marking period) will result in a 

phone call home and possible after school detention



#3 End of Period Dismissal
● Wait for the teacher (NOT 

the bell) to dismiss
● Write down your assignment 

in your agenda (last 5 
minutes of class)

● Complete reflection for the 
day (on weekly Do Now 
handout)

● Make sure your desk and 
workspace are clean

● Make sure an assigned person in 
your group has turned in all 
novels, notebooks and class 
supplies

● Exit the classroom when I say, 
“Have a nice day.”

● Place your chair on top of your 
desk as you leave (Periods 6-7 
ONLY)

● Stand near your desk. DO NOT line 
up at the door (safety reasons)

● The room is to be COMPLETELY 
SILENT during announcements



#4 Coming to Attention
Following the Do Now or transitioning between activities, I will need your 
undivided attention. This is how I plan to get it:
I will ask you to “Give Me Five” and you will:
1. Put all eyes on the speaker (Mrs. Barney)

2. Be quiet
3. Be still (freeze)
4. Free your hands (put things down)
5. Listen for my directions
The Online Timer buzzer may also sound or I may press one of my sound 
effect buttons to call the class to attention.



#5 Locating the Day’s Information
● The Do Now, Daily Objective, and Agenda will be 

posted on Promethean Board or Google 
Classroom.

● Homework Assignments will be written on the 
whiteboard to the left of the Promethean Board 
and on Google Classroom.



#6 Supplies Needed For This Class
× Composition notebooks that can be divided into Word 

Study & Book Club
× black/blue pens and pencil with eraser (for assignments)
× red pens (for correcting/peer editing)
× binder (for storing handouts)
× 2-pocket folder (for storing assignments)
× Post-it notes (for book club, labeling binder)
× USB/flash drive for research; headphones for research
× Somerset County Library Card (for research)



#7 Assigned Seats
× You will be sitting in assigned groups each class 

period
× Groups will change each marking period
× Other reasons why groups may change include: 

class discussions (Socratic Seminars), special 
projects, behavior issues

× The desk arrangement will also change for tests 
(rows), discussions, and silent reading

× When your seat has changed, you will find a 
notecard with your name on it on your new desk 



#8 Turning in Assignments
× Assignments should be labeled properly (see next slide) and placed in 

the upper right hand corner of your desk at the beginning of each class 
period

× A student will be assigned the job of collecting all assignments or Mrs. 
Barney will personally collect or check each assignment while all 
students are working on the Do Now (no one is to interrupt Mrs. Barney 
while she is checking assignments)

× If your assignment is not completed, please do not interrupt class to 
tell Mrs. Barney. Simply write you name down on the missing 
assignment clipboard (the student helper or Mrs. Barney will give you 
the clipboard as they make their rounds). On the clipboard, write you 
name, date, title of missing assignment, and why you didn’t complete 
the assignment.



#9 
Labeling Written Assignments

Your Name                                                               Date
Subject (Language Arts)                                                            Period

“Assignment Title” 
(for example, Week 1 Word Study Definitions)

Skip a line and then start writing.

PLEASE NOTE: All assignments MUST be done in blue or black ink or pencil. Points will 
be taken off if Mrs. Barney cannot read your handwriting, the writing is done in a color 
other than what is allowed, or your name is not written on the assignment.

Assignments without names will be posted on the Homework board until claimed and 
returned to Mrs. Barney with your name written on it.



#10 When You Are Absent

× Go to the red 
“Absent Folder” on 
Mrs. Barney’s desk

× If your assignments 
are not there, look 
for the day’s work 
under the 
appropriate day of 
the week on the 
handout board

× Turn in all homework 
in the “Late/Absent 
Homework” bin on 
Mrs. Barney’s desk. 
Label your 
homework at the top 
as “ABSENT”.

× Grab your 
assignments from 
the packet (they 
will be paper 
clipped or stapled 
and labeled with 
your name)

× If you have questions 
about your 
assignment, ask a 
group member 
before asking Mrs. 
Barney

× For each day you are 
absent, you have 2 
days to make up 
your work



#11 When Your Homework is Late
● When the student helper or Mrs. Barney comes to check your work 

and it is missing or incomplete, fill out the “Late Homework” 
clipboard

● Points will be deducted off late homework
● If assignments for the week are not completed, your parent will be 

called and you will asked to stay after school with Mrs. Barney for 
Homework Club (on Thursdays)

● Please turn in all late homework to the “Late/Absent Homework” bin. 
Label the homework as “LATE”.



#12 Where Class Materials Will Be Kept
When not in your locker, all class materials will be kept in Mrs. Barney’s 
room, in the following locations:

× Book club novels: On book club novel shelf
× Word study and book club entry notebooks: In labeled boxes under 

the Homework Board
× Independent reading: Mrs. Barney’s Readbox
× Pens, pencils, markers, pencil sharpener etc.: Writing Center (blue 

moveable drawer sets)
× Laptops: Laptop cart near Homework Board

× Note: All laptops must be plugged in & put
In correct numbered spot after use



#13 How You Should Keep Your Notebooks/Binder
× Notebooks:

× 1 for book or section for Word Study and 1 for Book Club Entries
× Label cover with 1) your name, 2) Language Arts, 3) Periods You’re In 

(i.e. 1-2, 3 & 5, or 7-8), 4) “Word Study” or “Book Club”--keep them in 
the colored boxes near near the windows

× Binders (optional)
× One that will be cleaned out each marking period
× Label cover with 1) your name, 2) Language Arts, 3) Periods You’re In
× Use tabbed dividers or Post-it notes to make the following sections:

1) Do Nows,  2) Novel Book Club, 3) Vocabulary, 4) Mini Lessons, 5) 
Grammar, 6) Poetry/Plays/Graphic Novels 7) Informational Text 

8) Other



#14 Checking Out Classroom Materials

Please fill out the clipboards when checking out and returning items 
from the following centers:

× Readbox (books for independent reading)--must be returned at 
the end of each marking period (in the green Readbox bin)

× Writing Center (pens, pencils, etc.)--must be returned at the end 
of each class period

If items are not returned on time, your parent will be contacted.



#15 Classroom Novel Checkout

× At the beginning of each marking period you will be 
given a book club novel.

× If you take the book out of the room (mostly grade 8), 
you must sign out the book.

× If the book is not returned at the end of the marking 
period or is lost, you will have to purchase a new book 
(see Mrs. Barney). 

× Grade 8 students will not receive a diploma until that 
novel is replaced.

× Grade 7 students will not receive a report card until that 
novel is replaced.



#16 When You Need to Leave Your Desk

Please stay seated at all times during class. If you need any of the following, 
stay seated, raise your arm, and give the following signals until Mrs. Barney sees 
you:

× Pencil in the air: “I have to sharpen my pencil.”
× Thumb in fist: “I have to use the restroom.”
× Peace sign: “I need to see the nurse.”
× Three fingers in shape of “W”: “I need water.”
× Five fingers in shape of “High Five”: “I have a question.”

Mrs. Barney may reply 
to your request by 
signing “yes” or “no.”



#17 Using the Restroom/Nurse
× When you leave the room, please sign out and in using the clipboard 

on the table under the phone. Only one boy & girl out at a time.
× Take the bathroom passes (bowtie props).
× Get a pass if you are going to the nurse.
× You will not be allowed to use the restroom at the beginning of class if 

your Do Now is not completed.
× You will not be allowed to use the restroom the last 10 minutes of 

class. 
× YOU MUST USE ABIS RESTROOM & VISIT ABIS NURSE ONLY. Violators 

   will receive consequences.



#18 When You Need Help 
× As you enter class, take a red and green card near the Do Now board.
× During class, Mrs. Barney will circulate around the room to answer 

questions. Please do not leave your desk to ask her a question.
× Turn your card to the red side if you need her to “stop” and help you.
× Turn your card to the green side if you are “good” and do not need 

help.
× If Mrs. Barney cannot help you right away, please do the following: 

1.Reread the directions, 2. Ask someone sitting next you for help, 3. Ask 
an assigned class helper (tutor) for assistance.

× At the end of the class period, a student helper will collect all red and 
green cards.

× If Mrs. Barney is working with another student, please do not interrupt 
them. No more than 3 students should wait in line at Mrs. Barney’s 
desk to speak to her. Sit down if you see more than 3.

× Also, if Mrs. Barney is wearing her “Busy” hat, do not interrupt her.



#19 Passing In/Exchanging Papers
× When sitting in rows, students will pass all papers across (rather than up) 

the rows towards the teacher’s desk.
× When sitting in groups, students will pile their papers on one desk. One 

student helper will collect all the papers and put in the appropriate class 
period’s bin (labeled) on Mrs. Barney’s desk.

× When grading another student’s paper, you will do the following:
× Use a red pen ONLY to correct the paper
× The person correct the paper will right “CORRECTED BY”  and write 

their name at the bottom, right hand corner of the paper
× The corrector will put an “X” next to incorrect answers. They will then 

write the total number of all incorrect answers at the top of the 
page



#20 Returned Work
× The last 15 minutes of each class, the student helper will 

see Mrs. Barney for papers to hand back to other 
students.

× When students receive an important test, writing, or 
project back, they will file, by group, their work in their 
portfolio (most likely located under tables at front of the 
room).

× At the end of each marking period, we will have a “trash” 
day where we will go through our folders/binders and 
recycle any assignments no longer needed.



● 3-5 students will be assigned as class helpers 
each marking period to collect and hand back 
assignments, take attendance, monitor the 
laptop cart, straighten the independent reading 
bookcases, and more.

● Class jobs will be assigned by interest, ability, and 
class behavior.

● Jobs will be posted on the bulletin board to the 
right of the door.

#21 Class Jobs



 
× Quietly Work on the Following Activities:

× Any assignments you are missing or need to 
complete

× Independent reading
× Your Class Job
× Extra Credit see Mrs. Barney--you have a variety 

of options, all due one week before the marking 
period ends

× Please do not disrupt other students, use your cell 
phone, or work on homework for another class

#22 If You Finish Classwork Early



#23 Visiting the Library, Tech Lab, or Another Classroom
× Line up quietly at the front of the classroom
× If we are loud in the hall, we will return to my classroom until we are quiet 

again
× Make sure you have all supplies you need--once we leave my room, only a 

student who has the job of using my key will be able to get supplies you 
are missing

× All rules and procedures for my room apply to another room we visit in 
the building

× Make sure to push in your chairs and leave the area free of trash
× Line up quietly to leave
× If you repeatedly fail to follow these procedures, you will visit Mr. Mags



#24 Other (these are more rules than procedures)

× No gum in class (mints or cough drops are okay)
× No food or drink other than clear, bottled water
× Follow the school dress code as outlined in the student handbook
× No cell phones are allowed in the classroom unless Mrs. Barney says 

you will need them for class assignments--if a phone is used 
inappropriately, Mrs. Barney will hold onto it for the remainder of the 
class period

× No backpacks
× Plagiarism (copying) of any kind is not permitted and you will 

receive a zero along with a parent phone call



● Please review the packet at this station.
● Once we return to class following an 

emergency or drill, students will be expected 
to continue working immediately.

● The student whose job is to help with 
attendance will take attendance again.

● Students who are late to class following a 
drill will follow the consequences for 
tardiness. 

● Emergency procedures can be found posted 
to the back of Mrs. Barney’s door.

#25 Emergency Drills and Procedures

For all drills, 
please quietly 
leave the room 
in a single-file 
line. Failure to 
follow 
emergency 
procedures may 
result in 
disciplinary 
action.



Thank you for your time and 
respect--welcome 
aboard--Mrs. B. is so happy 
to have you on this journey!!!


